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2023 Canoe Sprint World Class Programme Qualification Policy

1. Purpose and Principles

1.1. The British Canoeing World Class Programme (WCP) is a partnership programme funded by UK Sport  
               and run by British Canoeing, with the purpose of enabling athletes to achieve excellence and be capable  
               of medal winning performances at the Paris and Los Angeles Olympic Games as well as other 
               significant Senior Championship events.
1.2. The 2023 Canoe Sprint World Class Programme Qualification Policy (“Qualification Policy”) sets out the 
 process that will be followed during 2022 to identify the best athletes in each Sprint discipline towards                  
               these objectives and how they will qualify to the British Canoeing World Class Programme (WCP) from 
 1 Jan 2023. 
1.3. This Qualification Policy also sets out how the level of funding provided to athletes qualifying onto the    
               WCP will be determined.
1.4. Athlete place decisions will be made on the agreed principles laid out within this Qualification Policy and  
               the final decision will be subjective in nature based on evidence informed insight.
1.5. Athletes are assessed for membership of the WCP on an annual basis. Subject to the exceptions 
               detailed in 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, an athlete will be offered a WCP Place for a period of 12 months and will not        
               be guaranteed membership from one year to the next
1.6. WCP membership is put in place to support an athlete’s future performance(s) and is not a reward for     
               past performance(s).
1.7. WCP membership is optional. By accepting membership of the WCP and associated Athlete 
               Performance Award (APA) funding, the athlete is agreeing to the monitoring procedures and conditions     
               outlined in the athlete agreement.
1.8. Athletes who do not qualify for a WCP place but can evidence potential to medal at the Los Angeles           
              Olympic Games may qualify for support and coaching provisions by being offered one of the six available  
              WCP Prospect Support places.
1.9. This is not a team selection policy. British Canoeing GBR Team Selection will be determined by the 
 relevant Selection Policies and is separate from WCP membership.
1.10. This Qualification Policy is subject to ongoing review and British Canoeing reserve the right to make  
               amendments to reflect changes in circumstances, including but not limited to, restrictions imposed in      
 connection with the Covid-19 pandemic, funding changes and the outcome of the annual investment     
               review with UK Sport.
1.11. This Qualification Policy operates in conjunction with all relevant British Canoeing policies including, but  
               not limited to, Pregnancy Policy, Equality Policy, Anti-Doping Policy, Anti Bullying Policy, Transgender      
               Policy, Data Protection Policy, Declaration of Interests and Anti Bribery Policy. 

2. Eligibility

2.1. To be considered for a WCP place, athletes must:

 2.1.1. Meet the British Canoeing eligibility criteria and those of the IOC, the IPC, the BOA, and UK Sport 
  (as appropriate) to represent the British Team at the Olympic Games including holding a British     
                             Passport; 
 2.1.2. Be a member of British Canoeing, or one of the National Canoeing Associations in Scotland,    
               Wales or Northern Ireland and remain so during their time on the Programme;
 2.1.3. Meet the criteria as set out in UK Sport’s Eligibility and Rules Policy for athletes in receipt of 
  public funding and/or publicly funded benefits;
 2.1.4. Not be serving a ban from participation in the sport for any reason (such as a result of being   
  found guilty of a doping offence).

2.2. Athletes meeting the eligibility requirements at 2.1 will then only be considered under this Qualification      
              Policy if they meet one of the following criteria:
 
 2.2.1. Raced internationally for GB Sprint Teams and achieved the minimum WCP Qualification result in  
  Olympic events or identified non-Olympic events contained in the Athlete Matrix at Section 4   
  below;  OR
 2.2.2. Been a WCP Canoe Sprint Programme athlete or WCP prospect support athlete in 2022; OR
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3. WCP Places and Overview of Qualification Criteria

3.1. There are a maximum of 14 athlete places in the Canoe Sprint WCP split between Podium 
 (A&B APA levels) and Academy (C, D&E APA Levels).
3.2. If new WCP places arise during WCP year either as a result of an increase in places or athlete(s) leaving  
              the WCP then the Performance Director may make a recommendation to UK Sport for further athlete    
              nomination(s). Any nominations would be made in line with the principles of this Qualification Policy. 
3.3. There are up to 6 WCP Prospect places that can be awarded. There is no UK Sport APA funding for 
 these places.
3.4. Athletes selected onto the Canoe Sprint WCP will determined through the processes outlined in 
 Section 4 of this Qualification Policy.
3.5. The level of APA funding allocated to WCP Athletes will be determined by the provisions outlined in 
 Section 5 of this Qualification Policy. 

4. WCP Assessment and Nomination Process

4.1. Following the end of the season and the completion of all competitions and assessment opportunities,             
 British Canoeing will produce an analysis of all relevant information including Competition results, ELO           
 Ranking (as explained at Appendix 1), Confidence bandings (as set out in Appendix 3), %WL Time 
 (as explained at Appendix 2) and adherence to the WCP athlete responsibilities. This information will be    
               gathered for all athletes meeting the eligibility criteria at section 2 above (as appropriate).
4.2. The World Class Programme Nomination Panel (WCPNP) will consist of the Performance Director, 
 Senior Performance Coach, Head of Performance Operations, Programme Pathway Manager and one   
 independent member. Each member of the WCPNP will have one vote with the Performance Director   
 chairing the WCPNP and having the casting vote. A member of the Governance Team may attend as a   
 non-voting observer and at the Performance Director’s discretion non-voting observers including but not   
   limited to the BAC and UK Sport may also be invited to attend a meeting of the WCPNP. 
4.3. Once all information has been gathered in accordance with 4.1, the WCPNP, in consultation with section 
 coaches and relevant senior practitioners, will meet to determine a first filter of all eligible athletes  
              (‘Ranking Order’) in line with the Athlete Matrix Below.  This initial Ranking Order ensures consideration     
               for a WCP place but is not a guarantee of any offer of a WCP place. 

         See Athlete Matrix on following page

 2.2.3. Be one of up to 2 athletes who have not met the criteria at 2.2.1 or 2.2.2 but are identified by the 
  Performance Director and Senior Podium Coach at their discretion as having the potential to   
    achieve excellence within the WCP. 
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Athlete Matrix

4.4. Once an initial Ranking Order of athletes is compiled the Athletes with a Paris 2024 results profile 
 (as per the Athlete Matrix) will be reviewed by the WCPNP who then may adjust the Ranking Order to  
               take into account (in no priority order): 

 4.4.1.  The need to ensure strength and depth within each Olympic event;
 4.4.2.  Assessment of each Athlete’s previous performance against WITTW;
 4.4.3.  Assessment of each Athlete’s performance trajectory against WITTW;
 4.4.4.  How long the athlete has been on the WCP;
 4.4.5.  The progression in funding band the athlete has made whilst on the WCP;
 4.4.6.  If the athlete has demonstrated a profile in more than one Olympic event;
 4.4.7.  Specific placing of athletes in the Minimum Race Results events set out in the Athlete Matrix;
 4.4.8.  Exceptional circumstances accepted pursuant to section 8 of this Qualification Policy 

4.5. If, following the review at 4.4, there are WCP places remaining, the athletes with a Los Angeles 2028  
              results profile will be reviewed by the WCPNP who then may adjust the Ranking Order to take into  
              account the factors listed in 4.4.1 to 4.4.8 for those athletes.  
4.6. The final ranking order will then be determined by the WCPNP to recommend which athletes should be  
               nominated for either a WCP place or a WCP Prospects place. 
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4.7. The Director of Paddlesport and the Chief Executive, on behalf of the British Canoeing Board, will ap  
       prove the list of athlete nominations to be put forward to UK Sport. All nominations are subject to final  
              approval from UK Sport and will be communicated to athletes in writing (via email) following 
 confirmation from UK Sport. 

5. Athlete Performance Award (APA)

5.1. Athletes qualifying and being approved by UK Sport for a WCP place will be entitled to direct funding to  
 contribute to their living and sporting costs (Athlete Performance Award, or ‘APA’).  
5.2. The level of each Athlete’s Performance Award is determined by the strict application of banding levels  
 as set out in the Athlete Matrix in Section 4.
5.3. Athletes in receipt of an APA may be encouraged to use some of the APA sporting costs allocation to  
 contribute towards additional programme activity or services beyond the core programme offer.
5.4. All APA amounts are subject to UK Sport’s ability to pay and the provisions of UK Sport’s APA Policy,  
 including means testing. 

6. Conditions upon athletes in receipt of UK Sport APA

6.1. Qualification and continued retention of a WCP Place is conditional upon the athlete signing an 
 Athlete Agreement and adhering to its terms. Failure to sign the Athlete Agreement will result in the  
 withdrawal of an Athlete’s WCP place. Subsequent failure to adhere to the terms of the Athlete 
 Agreement may result in an Athlete being removed from the WCP as further set out in Section 7. 
6.2. Further detail on the Athlete Agreement and expectations of a WCP athlete can be found on the 
 Wellbeing pages of the British Canoeing Website. 
6.3. Any Athlete nominated for a WCP athlete place for 2023 who was not a WCP athlete in 2022 will be  
 required to undertake a medical screening process prior to final acceptance onto the WCP. 
6.4. Any Athlete nominated for a WCP athlete place or 2023 who was not a WCP athlete in 2022 will be  
 required to undertake a WCP induction at the start of the 2023 season.

7. WCP Term 

7.1. Athletes qualifying under this Qualification Policy are entitled to a WCP Place for a period of 12 months  
 commencing on 1st January 2023 subject to the following exceptions:

 7.1.1. The Performance Director may nominate an athlete achieving a medal at the Tokyo Olympic  
  Games to receive the same level APA funding for three years subject to the athlete 
  demonstrating clear and compelling evidence-based performance data indicating World 
  Championship and/or Paris 2024 results profile and compliance with objectives or actions  
  agreed with the Performance Director.
 7.1.2. The Performance Director may nominate an athlete achieving A or B band APA funding through
  Tokyo Olympic Games or World Championship performances to receive the same level APA
  funding for two years subject to the athlete demonstrating clear and compelling 
  evidence-based performance data indicating World Championship and/or Paris 2024 results
  profile and compliance with objectives or actions agreed with the Performance Director.

7.2. British Canoeing reserves the right to withdraw an Athlete’s WCP Place and associated APA funding if 
any of the following non-exhaustive factors apply: 

 7.2.1. The Athlete fails to meet the eligibility criteria at section 2 of this Qualification Policy; 
 7.2.2. A British Canoeing Disciplinary Panel determine the WCP place should be withdrawn in 
  accordance with British Canoeing’s Athlete Disciplinary Policy or Safeguarding Procedure;
 7.2.3. Specific performance targets provided within the athlete WCP place offer letter are not met by
  the Athlete;
 7.2.4. The Athlete, pursuant to section 9 below, is not considered fit to train and/or compete for a  
  period exceeding three consecutive months or it is considered that continued participation in  

https://www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/olympic-paralympic/performance-wellbeing
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  the WCP would constitute an unacceptable risk of causing injury or illness as assessed by  
  British Canoeing Sports Science and Medicine Staff. In such cases, an athlete would be given at  
  least 3 months’ WCP support and funding before their WCP place ended.

7.3. Athletes who held a WCP place in 2022 who have not qualified for a WCP Place in 2023 under this  
 Qualification Policy or whose WCP place ends for any reason except those detailed in 7.2.1 or 7.2.2  
 above, will receive a minimum one-month notice period and will continue to have access to performance  
 lifestyle support for up to 6 months after their last APA payment. Athletes are also entitled to additional  
 transitional funding from UK Sport at their APA award level dependent on the total continuous period of  
 programme membership. This additional transitional funding will be provided as follows: 

 7.3.1. More than 1 year but less than 2 years = 1 month transitional award;
 7.3.2. More than 2 years but less than 3 years = 2 months transitional award;
 7.3.3. More than 3 years = 3 months transitional award. 

7.4. Any new athlete entering the programme, will do so as a funded confirmation athlete and will complete  
 a ‘probationary period’ of up to 2 years prior to full confirmation as an academy athlete. 

8. Exceptional Circumstances

8.1. It is recognised that there may be exceptional circumstances affecting an athlete’s ability to meet the  
 qualification requirements set out within this policy but who can still demonstrate, in both training and  
 racing, an evidence-based performance profile towards Paris 2024 and/or Los Angeles 2028.
8.2. If an athlete considers they have a case for exceptional circumstances they must apply for 
 consideration of these in writing to the Performance Director setting out:

 8.2.1. Full details of the exceptional circumstance(s);
 8.2.2. The impact of these exceptional circumstances during the season;
 8.2.3. How the circumstances were raised and managed with their coach during 2022; 
 8.2.4. How the athlete demonstrates an evidence based performance profile towards Paris 2024 and/ 
  or Los Angeles 2028; and
 8.2.5. The supporting evidence they wish to rely on (which may include medical evidence or 
  performance data)

8.3. Any application for consideration under this clause MUST be received by email to the Performance  
 Director [chris.furber@britishcanoeing.org.uk] by midday on 19th September 2022. 
8.4. Any request for exceptional circumstances will be considered by the Performance Director at their 
 absolute discretion. If the Performance Director considers exceptional circumstances apply, this will be
 considered by the WCPNP in the Ranking Order adjustment process in accordance with 4.4. 

9. Long term injury and illness (Physical and Mental)

9.1. In the event of injury/illness (both physical and mental), and specifically in cases where an athlete is
 considered likely to recover to full fitness for training and competition, an athlete may continue to 
 receive their full APA up to three months immediately following the point the injury/illness occurred.
9.2. If after a period of three months the athlete remains unavailable for full selection or training the 
 Performance Director, Senior Podium Coach, Head of Performance Support and CMO will review the   
 athlete’s individual circumstances and assess the likelihood of the athlete returning to full training and   
 to the desired level of performance. They will also consider the athletes adherence to prescribed 
 rehabilitation and timelines for projected return.
9.3. Each case will be considered on its own merits and further expert opinion may be sought to inform the   
 decision. The athletes progress will need to be reported to UK Sport every three months thereafter, until   
 the athlete has resumed full training or the WCP membership ends.
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9.4. Subject to satisfactory evidence of likely return to training and performance level, the APA may continue  
 to be paid for up to a period of one year from initial occurrence. The final decision to continue funding   
 will be made by the Performance Director at their absolute discretion.
9.5. Where there is informed opinion that the injury/illness will affect the performance level of the athlete or   
 the athlete has not been able to show progress nor commitment to the agreed rehab programme, the   
 athletes WCP membership will end following a notice transition period. 

10. The Appeals Procedure

10.1. In the event of an athlete wishing to Appeal against a decision under this policy, they may appeal in   
 accordance with the Appeals Procedure in place at the relevant time. The Appeals Procedure can be   
 found here. 
10.2. The British Athletes Commission (BAC) can provide independent advice and support to WCP Athletes   
 via support@britishathletes.org.
10.3. Athletes may also access support through the British Canoeing Performance Wellbeing Coach 
 zofia.campbell@britishcanoeing.org.uk. 

                                See Appendices of following pages

- End of policy -
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APPENDIX 1 - ELO RATING SYSTEM EXPLANATION

What is ELO?
The ELO Rating system, is an objective method for calculating the relative skill of athletes and teams, based 
on their results in competition. Over the last 10 years ELO systems have been developed in many sports to 
better understand the relative performance level of athletes and teams compared to their competitors. ELO 
Ranking systems are now used as the basis for Official World Ranking systems in multiple Sports.

Statistical analysis has shown that by using an athlete’s ELO ranking or comparing their PB time to % World 
Leading (%WL) time we can assess greater or lesser levels of confidence in their likelihood of success in the 
future. Using this evidenced based process provides a way to objectively evaluate and compare given paddlers 
potential of progressing further in the pathway. 

Why do we need ELO in Canoe Sprint?
Canoe Sprint is a sport where the strength of field from one competition to the next can change dramatically 
depending on who attends and competes in which events and how different nations approach international 
competition. This means it becomes increasingly difficult to evaluate performance level based on overall 
finishing position. e.g. 1st position at World Cup 1 may be represent a different level of performance to 1st   
position at World Cup 2, depending on who raced at each event and the relative strength of field. The ELO 
system developed for Canoe Sprint accounts for the strength of field at a competition when calculating the 
new ratings post competition. As a result, for example, a boat that wins competitions of higher quality, will be 
ranked higher than a boat that wins competitions of lower quality. 
ELO Rankings therefore provide an objective way to evaluate and compare the performance level of athletes 
and crews based on their performance history. They can also be used to understand the strength of field an 
individual athlete has competed in to better assess performances.

How does the ELO Ranking system work in Canoe Sprint?
ELO is points based ranking system. All athletes/crews are assigned the same skill rating at the start of their 
international career. Those skill ratings will increase or decrease after each competition they compete in, 
based on the athlete/crews that they beat or lose against in that competition. Points are transferred from los-
ing boats to winning boats, with the number of points transferred relative to the difference in points between 
the boats pre competition.

Is the ELO Ranking system in Canoe Sprint valid and reliable?
The ELO Rankings in Canoe Sprint have been validated both statistically, and by staff within Canoe Sprint 
using their knowledge of the Sport. There is a strong correlation with ELO Rankings and performances at com-
petitions, especially at previous Olympic Games. That is, those with higher ELO ranks heading into the Olympic 
Games tend to perform better than those with lower ELO ranks. There is also a relationship between the ELO 
Ranks of boats at each year out from the Games with performance at the Games.
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APPENDIX 2 - WL TIME EXPLANATION

What is World Leading Time?
World leading time is a metric created for each event in Canoe sprint. This is calculated from a database of 
official times from heats, semi-finals and finals of international racing. World Leading time is the calculated 
average of the fastest 40 ever times in that event.

Why do we need World Leading Time?
Canoe Sprint is a sport where a race time can be greatly influenced by environmental conditions both positve-
ly and negatively. Often world best/record times can be outliers achieved in optimal conditions. By taking the 
average of the fastest 40 times ever recorded in the event, we account for the extreme outlier we might have in 
a world best/record time whilst still providing a good indication of what a competitive time in that event would 
be.

Why the fastest 40 times?
British Canoeing partnered with the UK Sport Sports Intelligence Team during 2020 to better understand the 
metrics that can be used to evaluate performance in Canoe Sprint. One of the best indicators of performance 
was how close an athlete’s personal best time was to the fastest ever 40 times in the event. A few approaches 
were trialed but the average of the fastest 40 times gave us the best indication of performance. 

Can a previous year PB be considered for use in the %WL Time criteria?
It is accepted that performance progression is not a linear process. A PB will be considered from the previous 
racing year. 

How can an athlete achieve a PB for consideration in the %WL Time criteria?
• Any official national or international race time on a regatta course. 
• Any GPS time trial or race practise done at the same time as at least one other athlete/boat for 
 validation purposes. (Must be processed by BC PA Mike Mustoe)
• Non-programme athletes will be able to demonstrate a performance level at two further opportunities
 during the season. These “windows” will be linked to relevant selection events and an end of season
 time frame. 
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APPENDIX 3 - ELO & WL CONFIDENCE BANDS BY YEARS TO GAMES
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